We previously proposed a speech dereverberation method based on the MTF concept. In the proposed model, the power envelopes and carriers are decomposed from a reverberant speech signal us ing a constant-bandwidth filterbank and then are restored in each respective channel using power envelope inverse filtering and a car rier regeneration method, respectively. In this paper, to develop the model, we improve it through adaptive time-division and frequency division processing using a reconstructed filterbank depending on each speech signal. We have carried out 15,000 simulations of dere verberation for reverberant speech signals to evaluate the improved model. We found that the improved model can restore a speech sig nal from reverberant speech and can improve upon the restoration accuracy of the previous model -that is, reduce the average log spectrum distortion -by about 1 dB compared to results obtained using our previous model and the time-and/or frequency-division model.
INTRODUCTION
Speech dereverberation is an important issue concerning various kinds of speech signal processing, such as speech-emphasis for transmission systems and preprocessing for speech recognition sys tems. The ultimate goal of our work is to construct a blind speech dereverberation method which can restore a speech signal from re verberant speech without using useful prior information such as the impulse response of the room acoustics, and which enables less loss in speech intelligibility caused by reverberation.
There are several well known inverse filtering methods which can be used to dereverberate the original signal from a reverberant signal in room acoustics. There are, for example, the methods of Neely and Allen [1] and Miyoshi and Kaneda [2] . For these meth ods, however, the impulse response of the room acoustics must be measured to determine the inverse filtering before the dereverbera tion. Moreover, the impulse response temporally varies with vari ous environmental factors (temperature, etc. ), so the room acoustics have to be measured each time these methods are used. This is a significant drawback with regard to the use of these methods for various speech applications.
On the other hand, temporal envelope inverse filtering meth ods have been proposed that not only restore the temporal enve lope from reverberant speech, but also improve speech intelligibil ity that is degraded by reverberation. There are, for example, the methods of Avedano and Hermansky [3] and Hirobayashi e t al. [4] . These methods are based on the modulation transfer function (MTF) concept [5] and use temporal envelope deconvolution through suit able high-pass filtering applied to the power envelope. These meth ods can restore the temporal envelope information (temporal fluc tuation or modulation index) from reverberant signals and can be done without measuring the impulse response of the room acoustics. However, speech intelligibility cannot be restored without causing artifacts in the fine-structure because they use non-processed phase information or carriers which are affected by reverberation.
In our previous work, as the first step, we improved the model of Hirobayashi e t al. to solve the problems they encountered [6] and, as the second step, we then developed our improved model to re store a reverberant speech signal and to reconstruct a speech wave form after dereverberation [7] . In this paper, to develop a speech dereverberation method based on the MTF concept, we extend our model to an adaptive time-frequency division processing using a re constructed filterbank depending on each speech signal.
SPEECH DEREVERBERATION METHOD
Our proposed speech dereverberation model is shown in Fig. 1 . This model consists of two main parts: the power envelope restora tion and the carrier regeneration processes. First, the reverberant speech signal is decomposed into the envelopes and the carriers in N-channels (bandpass filtering) using a filterbank (analysis pro cessing). Then, in the envelope dereverberation process, the power envelope inverse filtering method [6] is used to recover the power envelope of speech from the reverberant envelope, as described in Sec. 2. 1. In the carrier regeneration process, a source generator is used to reconstruct the source information of the dereverberated speech from voiced/unvoiced information based on the estimated fundamental frequency (FO), and then the source information is de composed into the carriers in channels, as described in Sec. 2. 2. Finally, each channel signal is reproduced by multiplying the dere verberated envelope with the regenerated carrier, and then the chan nel signals are reconstructed into the dereverberated signal using the same filterbank (resynthesis processing).
Power envelope restoration
In the power envelope inverse-filtering method [4, 6] , the observed reverberant signal y( t ), the original signal x( t ), and the stochastic idealized impulse response h( t ) in the room acoustics are modeled based on the MTF concept [5] :
where "*,, denotes the convolution operation, �t( t ) and eh( t ) are the envelopes of x( t ) and h( t ), and n 1 ( t ) and n 2 ( t ) are the mutually independent respective white noise functions. The parameters of the impulse response, a and T R , are a constant amplitude term and the reverberation time, respectively [4] .
In this model, ey( t )2 can be determined as (4) where < . > is the ensemble average operation. This equation shows that a significant relationship exists between the envelopes; i. e., the MTF concept. Based on this result, ex ( t )2 can be recovered by de convoluting ey( t )2 with eh( t )2. Here, the transmission func tions of power envelopes F;,(z ), Eh(z ), and Ey(z ) are assumed to be the z-transforms of ex( t )2, eh ( t )2, and ey ( t )2, respectively. Thus, the transmission function of the power envelope of the original signal, Ex(z ), can be determined from
where f; is a sampling frequency (here, we use 20 kHz). Finally, the power envelope ex( t )2 can be obtained from the inverse z-transform of Ex(z ) [4] . This model concept, therefore, enables recovery of the power envelope of an original signal from an observed signal.
In this block, the following algorithm [6, 7] is applied for the power envelope in each channel, separately. 
argmin .
{dTp(T R )} . O<;T R <;T R max dT R (c) Determination of the amplitude term:
./0
Here, Hilbert() is the Hilbert transform relation and e is a threshold for detecting a point from the maximum of ey( t )2. We set e to -20 dB from the maximum envelope. t mi n and t max are, respectively, the lower and the upper limited regions for determining a point. We used LPF[·] of the low-pass filtering with a cut-off frequency of 20
Hz to remove the high-pass envelope [6] . T is the signal duration of y( t ), e X , T R ( t )2 is the set of candidates for the power envelope dereverberated as a function of T R , and T R . max is the upper limited region of T R .
Carrier regeneration process
This block separately handles processing in voiced and unvoiced durations based on the estimated fundamental frequency. In this paper, we assume that the fundamental frequency (FO) has been es timated accurately in this block. First, the carrier regeneration block in the voiced duration is based on known facts: the source information of voiced speech consists of harmonicity and/or periodicity with the fundamental fre quency and this harmonicity can smoothly vary with the FO fluctua tion, and the harmonicity is frequency-modulated together with FO. Thus, this block generates harmonicity with the estimated FO based on the pulse source interpolated frequency modulation model. In this block, the generated carrier Cv ( t ) is represented as where Fa( t ) is the fundamental frequency, ch( t ) is the initial phase, kis the index of harmonics (1 -s: k -s: K( t ) , and K( t ) is the maximum number of harmonics.
Next, the carrier regeneration block in the unvoiced duration generates a white noise carrier Cu ( t ). All carriers corresponding to a speech signal are then added together; i. e. , cx( t ) = cv( t ) + cu( t ). Finally, this carrier is decomposed into carriers in each channel of the same filterbank in order to multiply carriers with the restored en velopes. Carriers are then reconstructed into dereverberated speech using the same filterbank as is used for speech-resynthesis. Figure 2 show an example of a restoration result when we used the proposed model for a Japanese sentence (laikawarazul) of a male speaker (Mau) and a reverberation time of � = 1. 0 s. The power envelopes of only a quarter of all channels are plotted in this fig ure (#1, #5, #9, and so on). We can see many matches between the original power envelopes and the restored envelopes in panel (b), but there are fewer matches in panel (a). These results demon strate that the proposed model can be used to adequately restore the power envelope from reverberant speech. Figure 3 also shows the amplitude spectrograms for (a) the original x( t ), (b) the reverberant speech y( t ), and (c) the dereverberated speech x( t ). The reverber ation causes irregularity that destroys harmonicity and the relation ship between peaks and dips in the time-frequency region, as can be seen when we compare (a) and (b). This figure, when we compare (a) and (b), shows that the proposed model can recover harmonicity and a silence interval from the reverberant spectrum. In the proposed model, however, the constant-band N-channel filterbank (N = 100, bandwidth of 100 Hz) was used to decompose the power envelopes and the carriers from the signal and the power envelope inverse filtering was done for a whole duration in each channel. So, it may be possible to improve the restoration accuracy using adequate time-division and frequency-division in the model.
ADAPTIVE TIME-FREQUENCY DIVISIONS
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Time-division processing
With regard to time-division, a threshold method is used to deter mine time-segments from a whole duration in each channel. In this paper, we assume that each center point within -20 dB down from the maximum value in ey( t )2 shows the boundary for segments in each channel. Figure 4 shows, for example, the power envelopes on the 76th-channel in Fig. 2 . The thick solid line shows an original power envelope ex ( t )2. The thinner solid line and the dashed lines show restored and reverberant power envelopes, Et, ( t )2 and ev ( t )2, respectively. Figure 4 (a) shows the model case, while segments while T R was 0. 29 s in a whole duration. Comparing the matched shape between ex( t )2 and ex( t )2 in the two panels, we can see that ex ( t )2 in the time-division case was restored more accu rately than with the threshold method.
Frequency-division processing
With regard to frequency division, the co-modulation characteristics of the target speech are used to determine the adequate bandwidth in the filterbank. We examined the correlation between the power envelopes on channels in a constant narrow-band (40 Hz) filterbank to verify the co-modulation characteristics. Figure 5 , for example, shows a contour which is the region of correlation over 0. 98 as a co-modulation characteristic for the same speech as in Fig. 3 . The horizontal axis shows the center frequency in the channel and the vertical axis shows the frequency width between the channel and adjacent channel frequencies. This contour tended to widen as the region of correlation decreased. From this contour, a bandwidth of 90 Hz is regarded as an approximate constant bandwidth for the en tire frequency range. If adequate bandwidths determined as accord ing to this contour are used for the filterbank, the power envelope inverse filtering may adequately restore the power envelope in each channel, which is determined depending on the target speech.
For this paper, we set the boundary of correlation for co modulation characteristics as 0. 98 and used this to determine an adequate bandwidth. Adequate bandwidths were determined from lower to higher frequencies, step by step, as a contour-width as shown in the right panel of Fig. 5 . These bandwidths were de termined depending on the target signal.
EVALUATION
We carried out simulations as follows to evaluate the improved model with regard to time-and/or frequency-division. The speech signals were three Japanese sentences (laikawarazu/, Ishinbun/, and Ijoudan/) uttered by ten speakers (five males: Mau, Mht, Mnm, Mtm, and Mtt and five females: Faf, Ffs, Fkn, Fsu, and Fyn) from the AT R-database [8] . We used 100 types of impulse response h( t ), and five reverberation times T R = 0. 1,0. 3,0. 5,1. 0, and 2. 0 s. All stimuli, y( t ), were composed through 15,000 (=3 x 10 x 5 x 100) convolutions of x( t ) with h ( t ). First, we evaluated with regard to the use of time-division pro cessing for the power envelope restoration in each channel. Figure  6 shows the improved SNR of each channel for the restoration from the reverberant speech signals when T R = 1. 0 s, comparing ex( t )2 (dB). (11) Here, the SNR improvement is SNR(e�, e�) -SNR(e�, e� ). The top and bottom panels show the mean of each result using the previ ous or time-division processing. Comparing the two panels, we ob served effective improvements when using time-division processing when the channel number was close to 20, 40, or 58. We also ob served similar improvements with regard to time-division process ing under other conditions (T R = 0. 1,0. 3, 0. 5, and 2. 0 s).
Next, we evaluated the distortion of the dereverberated speech using log-spectrum distortion (LSD) as follows.
where W is the upper frequency (here, it was 10kHz), and I S ( w) I and 1 st w) I are the amplitude spectrum of x(t) and )i(t) or itt), re spectively. Here, x(t) is the original speech resynthesized using the carrier generation as described in Sec. 2. 2, and )itt) is the reverber ant x(t) (i. e. ,x(t) *h (t)). In these evaluations, we compared four models (previous, time division, frequency-division, and time-/frequency-division process ing) to show the improvement attainable through use of time-and/or frequency-division processing. In this paper, we thus refer to the fourth model as the improved model. Figure 7 shows the LSD improvement when using four models. We can see that all of the models reduce the log-spectrum distortion. There were effec tive improvements in restoration when using time-division and/or frequency-division compared to when the previous model was used. The improved method provides the greatest improvements in the restoration accuracy under all conditions and this improved the LSD by about 1 dB compared to that with the previous model.
Figure 3 (d) shows the restored speech itt) when the improved method was used. Comparing Figures 3 (c) and (d) , we see that the improved model can also recover more of a silence interval from the reverberant spectrum. 
CONCLUSIONS
We have improved upon a speech dereverberation method, based on the MFT concept, to extend it for adaptive time-frequency division using a reconstructed filterbank depending on each speech signal. In the improved model, power envelopes and carriers are decom posed from a reverberant speech signal using a reconstructed filter bank related to co-modulation characteristics of the speech signal, while, in the previous model, they are decomposed from the rever berant speech signal using an N-channel constant-bandwidth filter bank, and then are dereverberated in each respective channel. In the power envelope restoration, in each channel, we apply a power en velope inverse filtering method for segments divided from a whole duration using the threshold method. Through 15,000 simulations of the dereverberation of reverberant speech, we found that the im proved model can adequately dereverberate both reverberant speech and the power envelopes in a channel and has the best restoration accuracy of the four methods. The LSD is improved by about 1 dB compared with that of the previous model. In our future work, we will (I) attempt to construct a method to estimate FO from reverberant speech and (2) test whether our approach can suppress the reduction in speech intelligibility caused by reverberation. 
